I. INTRODUCTION
With the growing maturity of wireless sensor networks (WSNs) concerning both hardware and software, the attrac tiveness of their flexible deployment scheme enters the focus of applications from a variety of domains. Battery-powered devices, possibly in large quantities, that autonomously operate and communicate are beneficial for industrial scenarios as well as for surveillance tasks driven by a specific research question.
The flexibility of these networks comes however at the price of high demands concerning the implementation of the protocol stack: In order to grant a long network lifetime, energy-efficiency has to be a primary concern at all layers of the stack. Data aggregation techniques, energy-aware routing, adaptive duty cycling and transmission power control are popular techniques to comply with this request. Especially the MAC and the physical layer bear a high potential to cut energy expenditure. MAC layer protocols therefore implement means for collision and idle listening avoidance, and aim to reduce protocol overhead. The choice of the used hardware platform, in particular of the radio transceiver, impacts the energy consumption. Packet-oriented radios such as the CC2420 [1] have a better energy per byte ratio than byte-oriented or bit oriented radios (e.g. CClO00 or TRlO00 radio transceivers), making them the better choice for WSNs. From an application perspective, energy consumption, hence network lifetime, is only one parameter that needs to be en sured. Likewise, performance parameters such as throughput, network reactivity, and latency throughout application lifetime are of equal relevance. During deployment time, network load is typically subject to change, with phases of burst transfer of data (e.g. due to reprogramming), phases of sporadical transmissions with high load (e.g. during event-detection) but also times of low load. Accordingly, only adaptive protocols that provide appropriate reactivity to the current network state are able to fulfill application demands.
In this paper, we introduce the Burst-Aware Energy-Efficient Adaptive MAC (BEAM) protocol, an adaptive, energy efficient protocol capable to support applications throughout the deployment. We develop our protocol to a platform using the CC2420 radio transceiver, which implements the physical layer of the IEEE 802.15.4 standard [2] , and design BEAM in a standard conform way. Adaptive duty-cycling to enable a quick reaction to varying traffic load and pattern, hop-to-hop reliability via positive acknowledgments and a low overhead are the key concepts fused in BEAM in order to balance energy efficiency and network performance.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. After reviewing state-of-the-art energy-efficient MAC protocols in Section II, Section III presents design goals and choices for protocol development. BEAM, our burst-enabled, energy efficient and adaptive MAC protocol is then described in detail in Section IV. A thorough evaluation of BEAM in the OMNeT ++ simulator and discussion of the obtained results is presented in Section V. Section VI concludes the paper.
II. RELATED WORK
Contention-based MAC protocols circumvent idle listening, a major source of unattended energy consumption with duty cycling. A number of these contention-based duty cycle MAC protocols have been proposed in the past. They can be dis criminated into synchronous and asynchronous protocols. S MAC [3] , RMAC [4] , and PRMAC [5] are typical synchronous MAC protocols, which synchronize their duty cycles with neighbor nodes. In contrast, asynchronous MAC protocols such as B-MAC [6], X-MAC [7] , WiseMAC [8] , MaxMac [9] , RI-MAC [10] , and Koala [11] allow nodes to operate with their own independent duty cycles.
S-MAC is based on IEEE 802.11, uses RTS/CTS/ACK packets for medium access control and implements a duty cy cle control mechanism. In R-MAC the RTS/CTS mechanism is replaced by a Pioneer frame, which is forwarded over multiple hops to infonn nodes along the route when they have to wake up to receive data frames. PRMAC optimizes RMAC using cross-layer services to enable multiple packet transmission in a flow. In general, synchronous MAC protocols are well suited for steady network conditions. A strong disadvantage is that such protocols have problems to handle bursty traffic or variable load due to a lack of flexibility.
B-MAC, as a representative of an asynchronous protocol, relies on adaptive preamble sampling to reduce idle listening. Each node wakes up according to its own duty cycle and checks whether there is any preamble signal. The preamble indicates the intention of the sender to transmit a packet and lasts longer than a receiver's sleep interval. Unfortunately, a node may wake up due to a preamble and stay awake unnec essarily, because the data frames are destined for other nodes.
X-MAC, the protocol which has the most resemblance with BEAM, solves this problem by introducing short preambles that contain the destination address. Nodes not involved in the communication may then go to sleep mode immediately, while the destination node stays awake and returns an early ACK. Furthennore, it incorporates an algorithm to adapt the protocol to variable traffic loads as well as patterns and to closely approximate the optimal duty cycles. X-MAC [12] supports packet-oriented radios and has been implemented on real sensor nodes using the Contiki operating system [13]. B-MAC and X-MAC are very energy-efficient for light traffic loads, but fail to handle bursty traffic due to the chosen adaptation algorithm. WiseMAC works similar to B-MAC. To reduce energy consumption, the length of the preamble is variable and calculated based on the duty cycles of its neighbors which it progressively learns. It hence synchronizes implicitly with those neighbors to which it is communicating on a regular basis, although their sleep and wakeup cycles are independent and asynchronous. MaxMAC has been designed to minimize latency and maximize throughput in case of temporarily high load. The protocol adaptively switches to CSMA-like behavior when certain load thresholds are exceeded, and switches back to preamble-sampling when the load is low again. A disadvantage of MaxMAC, B-MAC, and WiseMAC is that they do not work on packet-oriented radios such as BEAM or X-MAC, which are more energy-efficient radios than bit and byte-oriented radios. RI-MAC and Koala both propose a receiver initiated mechanism, which is called Low Power Probing. Koala is designed for downloading bulk data from all sensor nodes to a certain sink node. In RI-MAC, every node uses beacons to indicate that it is awake and ready to receive data. Thus, every transmitted beacon creates additional interference during periods with no or less traffic.
III. DESIGN GOALS AND DESIGN CHOI CES
The development of BEAM has been motivated by the lack of availability of an energy-efficient, low latency protocol that is able to cope with different network load and traffic patterns. Furthennore, scalability, reliability support and high data throughput even under changing network conditions along with the ability to recover from a certain link error rate have been in the focus of design considerations. The protocol overhead should be low with no additional bytes in the header and without incurring extra management traffic.
Energy-efficiency is already targeted at the physical layer: BEAM supports packet-oriented radios such as the CC2420 radio transceiver [1], which implements the physical layer of the IEEE 802.15.4 standard [2] . They consume significantly less energy for transmitting, receiving/idle listening, and sleep ing as byte-and bit-oriented radio transceivers do. To handle different traffic loads and patterns, the duty cycles have to be adaptive. This request resulted in using asynchronous duty cycles, a choice which prevents further management traffic such as synchronization or beacon messages. Moreover, syn chronization mechanisms would increase protocol complexity, thus memory consumption for protocol implementation, which should in general be kept low on sensor nodes.
In fact, X-MAC is a protocol that meets all these require ments as well. However, X-MAC works only properly with light traffic load and low link error rates and runs short in handling bidirectional traffic. Problems occur when end-to-end reliability on the transport layer is aimed for. BEAM handles this deficiency by extending the duty cycle adaptation algo rithm, introducing positive acknowledgments, caching MAC frames and including hop-to-hop retransmissions. While the first extension supplies adaptability to diverse transmission patterns (continuous data streams, data bursts and event-based traffic), the latter incorporates reliability at the MAC layer.
IV. PROTOCOL DESCRIPTION
The BEAM protocol comprises two different operational modes to optimize receiver sleep time dependent on the payload size. Both modes rely on positive acknowledgements of MAC frames upon reception. In this section, these modes are presented along with the adaptation algorithm of listen and transmission cycles which allows for traffic awareness, a data frame aggregation scheme to minimize transmitted bytes, and a mechanism to provide hop-to-hop reliability.
A. Basic Operation
BEAM is a contention-based MAC protocol based on asyn chronous duty cycles. Its basic operation is shown in Fig. 1 . The sender is transmitting periodically short preamble frames including the payload (1). The receiver wakes up and listens to the channel (2). Since the destination address is stored in the short preamble frame header, it can recognize that it is the intended receiver and sends a data ACK frame (3). The sender receives the data ACK frame, stops transmitting the data frame, and goes to sleep (4) . If the sender does not receive the data ACK (e.g. due to interferences) it continues transmitting the short preamble frames including the payload. In the optimal case, two transmissions for each transmitted MAC frame are needed. Clearly, longer duty cycles (as long as the data frame) of the receiver affect the energy-efficiency negatively: The non-intended destinations then have to listen longer to conceive that the data is not destined for them (5) .
Due to the integration of positive acknowledgments, BEAM is reliable in tenns of a high probability of a successful delivery of a MAC frame from the sender to the receiver. 
B. Short Preamble Frame without Payload
With a reduced overhearing time, the non-intended receivers can go to sleep earlier. As shown in Fig. 2 , in the second protocol mode the short preamble frame is sent only with the MAC header and without the payload. The sender is periodically transmitting short preamble frames to indicate the transmission intention and waits for an early ACK frame
(1). The receiver wakes up, listens to the channel, and with the destination address stored in the short preamble frame header, it recognizes that it is the intended receiver. Then, it transmits back the early ACK frame (2) . Upon reception of the early ACK frame, the transmitting node is aware of the intended receiver being awake, and transmits the data frame (3). Successful transmission is acknowledged by the receiver via a data ACK frame (4). Non-intended receivers can thus go to sleep much earlier as in the basic operation mode (5). The main disadvantage here is that at least four transmissions are required in the optimal case. Furthermore, it is less robust and more complex compared to the basic operation mode.
Dependent on the payload size, BEAM switches between the two modes: We found that when using the basic operation scheme with a small payload of up to 40 bytes, the energy consumption is lower than using short preamble mode. This issue will be discussed in more detail in Section V-C. 
C. Data Frame Aggregation
If there is more than one frame in the buffer to transmit to the same neighbor, these can be aggregated given that there is enough space for them in a single MAC frame. In IEEE 802.15.4, the maximum size is 128 bytes. Aggregation provides a simple means to reduce the number of frames to be transmitted, and as a result the number of collisions and bit errors. The evaluation shows that the advantage given by the reduction of the numbers of frames, is higher than drawbacks 
by the higher frame error rate that comes with longer frames.
BEAM's aggregated data frame format is shown in Fig. 3 . The whole payload of the MAC frames (data frame) is taken and aggregated into the MAC frame payload of a resulting MAC frame. It is then transmitted to the next hop neighbor. On the receiving side, BEAM splits it back into the original MAC frame payloads according to the frame length and delivers them to the network layer.
D. Listen Cycle Adaptation
In general, traffic in WSNs is neither uniform nor constant during a deployment. For instance, sensors detecting environ mental phenomena transmit their data to a sink sporadically or regularly. Such information is normally transmitted in one single packet. A different traffic pattern can be observed when code updates are performed. Starting at the base station, images are sent to a single sensor node. Such traffic is bursty, which means that a large packet (e.g. 500 bytes) is fragmented into a number of small frames, e.g. IEEE 802.15.4 data frames with a maximal length of 128 bytes. The third example for typical traffic is related to event detection. Upon event occurrence in a certain region of the WSN, a number sensor nodes simultaneously react to event detection with issuing no tifications towards a base station with possibly minimal delay. Furthermore, the introduction of reliability mechanisms, e.g. hop-to-hop via acknowledgment frames, changes the traffic pattern as well as a nodes' position within a given topology. Since MAC protocols with fixed duty cycles cannot cope with this variation in load and traffic, BEAM incorporates an adaptation algorithm that automatically adapts listen and transmission cycle dependent on current node state.
Our adaptation algorithm is based on the X-MAC adaptation algorithm presented in [7] . There, the probability Pd of re ceiving a packet within a given time interval 6t is calculated. On the receiver's side, the time to awake tawake to receive the next packet is afterwards estimated. While this adaptation works well under steady network conditions, it reacts too slowly in case of severe traffic increase, e.g. due to burst transfer or a number of retransmissions. Even worse, in case of collisions, the calculated probability Pd decreases because packets have not been received. In fact, the receiver can not detect collisions, misinterprets this as low traffic, and adapts the sleep and listen cycles wrongly. Similar misinterpretation can be observed during strong traffic increase. In order to fix this problem, BEAM uses a traffic indicator Ti to inform the receiver whether there are still frames that the sender has to transmit to the receiver. This I-bit information is added in the frame control field (FCF) of every transmitted frame. The receiver adapts its listen cycle by calculating an earlier time to wake up according to the traffic indicator Ti. Simulations have shown that it is enough to just halve the original time tawake if more frames have to be transmitted. If all frames have been sent, the original time tawake is used.
E. Transmission Cycle Adaptation
Quick traffic increase, a high number of collisions and retransmissions will fill the receiver's buffer. In this situation, a sender should not transmit new frames to the receiver in order to avoid buffer overflow. BEAM uses two bits, referred to as buffer indicator Bi in the following, in the FCF field of the data ACK frame or the early ACK frame to inform the sender about the buffer state of the receiver. The sender then reduces the number of transmission attempts accordingly: If the buffer is empty (Bi = 0), the sender transmits the new frame immediately without any delay. If there are only a few frames in the buffer (Bi = 1), the sender goes to sleep and schedules the packet in the next listen cycle, while a full buffer (Bi = 2) triggers a delay of two slots.
F. Hop-to-Hop Reliability Support
Especially in environments with high bit error rates and high packet loss, it is necessary to ensure reliability, an aspect not discussed in X-MAC [7] [12]. Since X-MAC does not incorporate data acknowledgments, a sender is not aware whether a transmitted frame has successfully arrived at the receiver. Reliability has to be ensured by upper layers such as the transport layer. This has the effect that in environments with high link error rates, X-MAC performs very poorly and results in high packet loss. Thus, an efficient operation with X-MAC is not possible.
In [14] we propose the H2HR (Hop-to-Hop Reliability) pro tocol, which ensures hop-to-hop reliability. The MAC protocol has to support H2HR by acknowledging successfully received data frames and works as follows: After receiving a data frame, the receiver acknowledges this by sending back a data ACK frame to the sender (shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2) . The sender turns to sleep mode, otherwise H2HR would retransmit the data frame until it receives the data ACK frame. The receiver hands the received data frame to the upper layers (H2HRlIP), which will then decide whether the frame has to be forwarded. If this is the case, the receiver stays awake and, if the channel is free, it transmits the frame to the next hop with a calculated backoff time. This backoff time is calculated according to the congestion of the destination node. A busy channel will trigger the node to return to its regular sleep cycle and forward the frame during the next awake cycle.
V. EVALUATION
We implemented BEAM in the OMNeT ++ simulator [15] . First, we compared the two operation modes of BEAM (short preamble frames with/without payload) regarding energy con sumption and transmission time to find the optimal payload size for switching between both modes. Second, we compared BEAM with the different optimizations (data frame aggre gation (FA), listen/transmission cycle adaption (CA), hop-to hop reliability (H2HR)) with X-MAC using different traffic patterns (data stream, data burst, event detection) regarding packet loss, transmission time, and energy consumption. Table  I shows an overview of X-MAC and BEAM with the optimiza tions. 
A. Protocol Stack
We integrated BEAM into the protocol stack as shown in Fig. 4 . On top of BEAM, the H2HR protocol (Section IV-F) has been implemented. As stated above, it guarantees reliable transport of packets to the next hop. Furthermore, H2HR detects and handles congestions and broken links. To connect WSNs with the Internet, we have used the IlIPv6 protocol implementation [16] and have enhanced the TCPIIP stack by adding TCP Support for Sensor Nodes (TSS) [17] . This proto col monitors the TCP sequence numbers to detect packet loss, caches packets on intermediate nodes and avoid end-to-end retransmission by resending cached packets. On top of UDP, we have implemented a simple end-to-end reliability protocol (UDP E2E), which is based on negative acknowledgments. All layers may exchange information using a cross layer interface. In order to gain realistic results even from an evaluation based on simulations, we implemented a radio model accord ing to the CC2420 manual [1] and the Castalia Simulator [18] to calculate the signal to noise ratio (SNR). Ta ble II shows these parameters. We calculated the bit error rate (BER) depending on the SNR and derived from real measurements with the CC2420 radio transceiver. We implemented the CC2420 state machine with the real switching times and energy consumption according to [1] and [18] . Besides the calculated BER, we assume an additional packet error rate of 5% which simulates random noise and interferences with other electronic devices. Furthermore, we assume that the global ring buffer for the packets is limited to 240 bytes.
B. Simulation Scenarios
Due to our results not having a Gaussian distribution, boxplot diagrams are used to visualize the results.
C. Short Preamble Frames with/without Payload
First, we evaluated the energy consumption and the trans mission time (in terms of how long a packet takes from source to sink) using short preambles with and without payload. This is done using the first scenario (shown in Fig. 5(a) ), where four sources send streams to one sink. We distinguish between the energy consumption of all 36 nodes and the energy consumption of the 15 nodes involved in sending/forwarding traffic.
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with payload (all nodes) == without payload (all nodes) rIlll ll ll ll l1J As shown in Fig. 6 , the energy consumption with small MAC payloads (30 to 40 bytes) is lower using short preambles with payload than using them without payload. With larger MAC payload (40 bytes and more), using short preambles without payload is the better choice to transmit data.
When relying on short preambles without payload, four transmissions are necessary (shown in Fig. 2) , which results in a high bit error rate and thus in a higher number or retransmissions. This implies a high energy consumption. If the payload is integrated into the preamble, the number of transmissions may be reduced to two (shown in Fig. 1 ).
Hence, there is a lower probability of collisions, bit errors and retransmissions. With a certain payload size, the preamble becomes so long that the advantage turns into a disadvantage.
A longer preamble impacts the non-involved receivers to take a longer (listen) time to find out that they are not the destination.
Further, the packet error ratio increases with the length of the packet.
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with payload """"'" without payload """"'" Regarding the transmission time, we get similar results. For a payload of less than 40 bytes using short preambles with payload, the packets take less time from source to sink. Above a payload of 40 bytes using short preambles without payload is more efficient. Thus, BEAM switches between both modes at a payload of 40 bytes.
D. Traffic Pattern: Data Stream
Now, we compare the different BEAM variants (BEAM, BEAMlFA, BEAMlFAlCA, and BEAMlFA lCAlH2HR) with X-MAC regarding the performance with data streams as shown in Fig. 5(a) . The four sources transmit one or four data packets per second to the sink. The packet loss ratio is shown in Fig.  8 . When transmitting just 1 packet per second X-MAC has a packet loss ratio from 3% -10%. BEAM in all variants does not have any packet loss. For a higher transmission rate of four packets per second, X-MAC has a high packet loss ratio (30% -40%). The basic variant of BEAM experiences packet loss (0% -15%), but much less than X-MAC. This is caused by the UDP E2E protocol, which stops retransmitting packets due to congestion after a certain time. Data frame aggregation (FA) decreases these values down to 0% -5%. Especially in the stream scenario with the small packets it happens quite often, that frames can be aggregated and congestion can be avoided. Using additional listen/transmission cycle adaptation (CA) decreases the packet loss ratio to about 1 %. With hop to-hop reliability support (H2HR) the packet loss ratio is 0%. The average exposure time of a packet is shown in Fig.  9 . The scale of the diagram is logarithmic as it depicts the dimension of the discrepancy of the X-MAC performance compared to the BEAM performance better. With a low data rate of 1 packet per second, X-MAC is almost as good as BEAM (0.2s -O.3s), yet it may happen that a packet takes ISs to reach its destination. These maximum values can be decreased significantly by using BEAM (about 4s), BEAMIFA (about 3.5s) and BEAMlFA lCA (about 2.5s). Using hop-to hop reliability support, the maximum value is decreased to O.3s due to avoiding time consuming end-to-end retransmissions. Transmitting 4 packets per second is faster than transmitting 1 packet per second due to a higher number of packets, which implies lower sleep cycle and this implies faster transmission. In the optimal case, 4 packets per second should be transmitted four times faster than 1 packet per second. However, due to packet loss this effect is not achievable.
The energy consumption per node and per transmitted byte is shown in Fig. 10 . Although X-MAC has the largest packet loss ratio (meaning lowest number of received bytes), it has the highest energy consumption per node and per transmitted byte. The reason is the high number of required end-to-end retransmissions, especially with the high transmission rate of 4 packets per second. BEAM in the basic operation mode performs better and the optimizations to decrease the packet loss ratio does not cost more energy. 11 compares of the maximum throughput of X-MAC and BEAM with the optimizations. We are using four streams that transmit a number of packets per second to the sink (node 0). The number of transmitted packets is increased from 2 up to 20 per second. At the sink, the number of received packets per second is measured. X-MAC reaches a maximum throughput of about 2.5 packets per second at an input of 4 packets per second. The basic operation mode of BEAM can handle 4 packets per second properly. Afterwards, the output decreases below 2 packets per second. The data frame aggregation optimization improves the performance. The maximum throughput of 6 packets per second is reached at an input of 8-10 packets per second. Then the throughput decreases to a value of below 6 packets per second. The cycle adaptation increases the throughput to a maximum of slightly more than 8 packets per second. The best performance can be reached using the hop-to-hop reliability optimization: Up to an input of approximately 14 packets per second, all packets are delivered successfully. The maximum throughput of 16 packets per second is reached with an input of 18 packets per second.
Concluding the stream scenario, we have shown that BEAM performs better in terms of packet loss, transmission time, energy consumption, and throughput. Furthermore, including the BEAM optimizations, which decreases the packet loss ratio and transmission time significantly, does not cost more energy. 
E. Traffic Pattern: Data Burst
The next typical traffic pattern we have analyzed is a data burst. We transmit 500 bytes from the source to one or four sinks using UDP. To ensure end-to-end reliability, our simple UDP E2E protocol has been used. A data packet of 500 bytes is divided into 5 frames, which are transmitted to the sink nodes. Such data bursts stress the network significantly.
The transmission time is shown in Fig. 12 . BEAM in the basic operation mode performs slightly better than X-MAC. Specifically, BEAM eliminates the maximum outliers. This is due to the fact that X-MAC only relies on one transmission after receiving the early ACK frame, while BEAM transmits the data frame until it receives a data ACK frame. Data frame aggregation decreases the transmission time since the negative acknowledgments from UDP E2E are aggregated. Furthermore, the utilization of the listen/transmission cycle adaptation decreases the average (median) and maximum transmission time significantly, which proofs its proper work in burst scenarios. Additional hop-to-hop reliability support decreases the transmission time due to avoidance of end-toend retransmissions. The energy consumption per node and transmitted byte is shown in Fig. 13 . The basic operation mode of BEAM performs similarly to X-MAC, but once again has smaller maximum outliers. If we use data frame aggregation, the transmission time is reduced, which implies also a reduction of the energy consumption. The use of listen/transmission cycle adaptation increases the energy consumption significantly. The algorithm reacts to a burst of data by decreasing the duty cycles, which however increases the energy consumption. Once again, H2HR support decreases the energy consumption as end-to-end retransmissions are prevented. In general, the different BEAM optimizations reduce the transmission time. While this results first in a higher energy consumption (e.g. due to decreasing duty cycles), the saved time allows nodes to go to low energy mode much earlier. Overall, this saves more energy than is used for the BEAM optimizations. Concluding the burst scenario it has been shown that BEAM, especially with the proposed optimizations, can handle data burst much better than X-MAC in terms of packet loss ratio, transmission time, and energy consumption.
F. Traffic Pattern: Event Detection
In event detection scenarios, reactivity is the key issue. A sink or base station should be informed about environmental phenomena immediately, with as little delay as possible. In the scenario shown in Fig. 5(b) , an event occurs in the right lower corner and 4-9 nodes are affected. The affected nodes send each one packet to the sink to inform it about the event.
No end-to-end reliability mechanism such as UDP E2E is incorporated. In Fig. 14 , the transmission time is shown (in terms of how long it takes until the sink is informed about the event, meaning arrival time of the first packet).
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Fig. 14. Event: Transmission Time. Figure 14 reveals BEAM to be more reactive than X-MAC. In the best cases (minimal outliers), X-MAC performs as well as BEAM. However, in the average (median) and worst (maximal outliers) cases, BEAM reacts faster than X-MAC in case of 9 affected nodes. Using BEAM with the data frame aggregation cuts the number of the maximum outliers since packets are aggregated on nodes 28 and 21, and thus there is no need to transmit them concurrently to the sink. Usage of the listen/transmission cycle adaptation improves the performance by decreasing the sleep cycles. H2HR has only a slight effect as this scenario lacks end-to-end retransmissions. Fig . 15 shows the packet loss ratio in the event scenario. In this scenario, it may not be important how many packets concerning a detected event reach the sink as one notification may be sufficient. When using X-MAC and BEAM in the basic operation mode it can however happen that no packet reaches the receiver. Thus, an event may not be detected. It may also be the case that it is important to know which nodes detected an event, thus then it is essential to minimize the packet loss. Naturally, aggregating data frames decreases the packet loss only slightly, as these may get lost as well. Using the cycle adaptation improves the situation significantly due to the ability to handle a burst of packets. Only hop-to-hop reliability support ensures that all packets are delivered to the source. The energy consumption per node and transmitted byte is shown in Fig. 16 . The maximum outliers occur, if there is congestion, since then only few packets arrive at the sink. Thus, the relation between consumed energy and the number of successfully received bytes is poor. If all packets arrive at the sink (which is the case for BEAM with the H2HR optimization), the relation between energy and transmitted bytes is much better as congestion is handled well.
Summarizing these results, the event scenario showed that BEAM (with its optimization) performs better than X-MAC in terms of transmission time, packet loss, and energy consump tion.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we present BEAM, an energy-efficient and hop-to-hop reliability supporting MAC protocol for packet oriented radio transceivers such as CC2420. We use adaptive duty cycles, which are tuned by our robust adaptation mech anism to handle different traffic loads and traffic patterns. We showed that BEAM performs very well in terms of energy consumption, throughput, transmission time, reactivity, and hop-to-hop reliability with three different traffic patterns (data stream, data burst, and event detection). Thus, BEAM is a robust and high-performing MAC protocol, which can be used in different and varying environments and use cases.
